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It is partly by research on the
sensory capabilities of other
organisms that we realise just how
visual humans are. We have
abandoned many of the senses
other species possess. We can’t
smell our way up a pheromone-
laden path, detect magnetic fields
or electrical potentials, our brains
contain no compasses by which
we can navigate vast distances.
The masses of nerve cells
required for these skills in other
animals are in humans devoted to
analyzing and interpreting the
signals arriving in the brain from
our eyes.
Michael Morgan, a
distinguished neuroscientist, has
written a popular book describing
what we now know about how
vision works. The ‘grail’ of insight
into the basis of our conscious
experience hangs over any such
endeavour. For Morgan,
understanding how electricity
becomes perception offers the
key to understanding what is
going on but he is aware of the
tricky ground. “One of the most
useful comments I have seen on
theories of consciousness was on
a T-shirt at a neuroscience
conference. Under a picture of
the brain, the legend read: ‘I think
the brain is the most important
and complicated organ in the
body. But Hey, who’s telling me
this!’ ”
He also sets out early his
worries about language and how it
may distort our analyses of brain
function. “For obvious reasons,
we should be particularly
suspicious of claims coming from
the language centers of the brain,
which have a virtual monopoly on
communication in our verbose
society. Maybe when the language
nerve cells tell us they are
responsible for consciousness
they should be told to get out
more, to a football match or to the
ballet.”
But it is talk about eyes that
fires Morgan up. “The message
from the evolution of the eye is
that ‘big is beautiful’. Unlike most
organs, the eye does not increase
in proportion to body size,
because its optical performance
depends on its absolute, not its
relative size. The sparrow’s eye is
as large as its brain and all its
other sense organs put together,”
he writes. Even so, it is no match
for the eyes of larger animals.
“The ostrich has the record for
land-living animals, with an eye
50 mm in diameter, which enables
it to see a bump on the ground
2 m high at a distance of 24 km.
Horses, zebras and other plain-
dwelling animals are not far
behind: their bulging eyes are
early-warning systems, designed
to detect approaching danger
over large distances,” he notes.
“Birds of prey such as hawks and
eagles have exceptionally large
eyes, which they use for spotting
prey from the air.”
Morgan ranges widely in his
search for historical and cultural
references to vision. “It is no
coincidence that the philosophers
of the Enlightenment chose
blindness as one of their main
metaphors for fighting the
ecclesiastical and civil authorities.
The man born blind lacks the most
important human sense, he has to
rely on hearsay and the authority
of others to know about the
external world,” he says.
As he reminds us, there is no
equivalent of a photographic plate
in the visual cortex. Rather, there
are a number of discrete cell
ensembles, each analyzing
different features of the world. The
problem remains of how these
different analyses are unified to
provide perceptual unity — there
is no homunculus in the brain
putting it all together. The brain as
a whole must do the job, which is
why, like many researchers,
Morgan is fascinated by
perceptual tricks — Necker cubes,
images that flip between a young
girl and an older woman, illusory
impossible objects, and the
mechanisms by which the world
remains stable even while we
move our heads fast from side to
side.
Morgan is particularly good on
the problem of binocularity and
depth perception. How come we
can interpret space in three
dimensions, even from a two-
dimensional picture? He illustrates
this with a 17th century painting
that contains all the elements of
perspective, shading and
overlaying, which provides the
cues we need.
Although the message from
neuroscience is that there is no
single internal image of ‘space’ in
the brain, this does not mean that
there are no maps at all: “On the
contrary, the brain takes maps
very seriously,” he says.
He illustrates one situation
brilliantly with a famous beach in
south-west England. The beach
stretches for 29 km from Bridport
Harbour to Chesil but a strong
cross-current has sorted pebbles
along the beach in order of size,
from large near Chesil to small at
Bridport. “Smugglers landing on
dark nights could tell exactly
where they were by the size of the
pebbles underfoot. They were
navigating like nerve fibers trying
to find their way into the tectum.
Many molecules are graded like
the stones on Chesil Beach and
they play a vital role during
development,” he says.
But sometimes his efforts to
engage the general reader seem
redundant. “When they first meet
the tectum, individual nerve fibres
branch out in all directions like a
growing tree, to make contact
with many nerve cells. (Scientists
call these initial connections
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‘exuberant’ which gives a good
idea of how much to expect at a
laboratory party.)”
But he presses on with his main
point on the importance of looking
at what is happening in the brain
during visual experience. “Frogs
and salamanders tell us that maps
exist in the brain, and that they
can be directly translated into
action. The maps do not have to
be first translated into some
mysterious non-spatial
representation,” he says.
“The message of 3-D
perception is that the brain uses
every trick in the book, each one
using a specialized analog
computing mechanism. The same
is true for the perception of
movement,” he says. “Motion is a
specific sensation, like colour or
smell, which cannot be analyzed
into a series of separate,
stationary sensations.”
“We cannot divide sensations of
motion into separate pictures like
the frames of a motion picture,
because those sensations were
never there to start with. Motion is
computed directly from the image,
without sensory intermediates,”
he says. But in another nod to a
popular readership he recalls
some of the comic ponderings on
motion perception.
He cites the thoughts of the
philosopher de Selby in Flann O’
Brian’s novel The Third Policeman
who examined a motion picture
frame by frame to find it ‘tedious,
containing a strongly repetitive
element’. Deducing that motion is
an illusion, he invents a machine
that causes him to be perceived in
certain seaside towns while sitting
in his study.
“Motion and 3-D perception tell
us the same story about the
mechanism of seeing. There are
hundreds, if not thousands, of
highly specialized mechanisms for
analyzing the many different kinds
of information in the moving
image on the retina,” he says. But
he warns about the analogy of
computing. “When we say that the
brain is a ‘computer’ we should
not be deceived into thinking that
it is a single computer, like the PC
sitting on our desk. Each of the
computers making up the brain is
a piece of machinery, specialized
for carrying out a particular task.
‘Computers’ like this were known
and used long before invention of
the PC,” he explains.
Until the invention of machines
that could perform computations,
the activities of the brain had to
remain a total mystery. It was
compared to a fountain, a
telephone exchange, a library or a
blancmange – with similarly useful
results. “The modern idea that the
brain is a machine for processing
information is every bit as
important as the ideas of
Copernicus and Darwin,” he says.
This book has “argued that the
brain is a collection of specialised
machines, much more like old-
fashioned analogue computers
than the modern digital computer
with its central processor. Many of
these analogue engines rely on
maps. Space is not represented in
the brain in an abstract way but
by the spatial layout of nerve cells
and their connections,” he writes.
And in a brief delve into the
question of artificial intelligence
he believes that any really
effective machine that moves
about in its environment and
interacts with it will have a strong
analogue computing element, like
our brain. “Time will tell.”
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Brain gain: Michael Morgan’s book, The Space between Our Ears, published by
Weidenfeld and Nicholson, ISBN: 0 297 82970 X, won the Wellcome Trust prize for
popular science writing in 2004. The author outlines how brains handle visual
information, one of the key human senses.
